Get the Best of Tikkun!

THE TIKKUN READER collects the best of Tikkun magazine since its inception. Thematically arranged, these essays raise deep spiritual questions—and give sophisticated answers. How can we approach God when we no longer believe? What constitutes a spiritual politics? How can we balance the need for inner spiritual work with the need for outer political work? The selections here also illuminate the contemporary Jewish situation, as authors ask: How has the Holocaust impacted Judaism for better—and for worse? Who is a Jew, and what does Jewish identity mean today? What relationship can or should the progressive Jew have with Israel? An introduction by founder and editor-in-chief Michael Lerner sets the stage and places the readings in context.
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WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
"This collection of essays truly represents the "best of Tikkun," as a magazine devoted to the Jewish and ecumenical traditions of spiritual healing and prophetic transformation.” —Rosemary R. Ruether, Claremont Graduate University

"In its twenty years of life, Tikkun shows that politics should not be an exercise in empty rhetoric, and most importantly, it has sought to bridge the gap between the spirit and the intellect—with hopeful results. This sampler is proof of its range.” —Ilan Stavans, Lewis-Sebring Professor in Latin American and Latino Culture, Amherst College

"Like me, readers of this volume will not necessarily like the positions taken in its articles; but I suspect that they will share my gratitude for the thoughtful intellectual and moral challenges it poses.”—Elliot Dorff, author of The Way Into Tikkun Olam

"Tikkun is more than a magazine, and Tikkun Reader is more than a book. It is a gateway to re-visioning the world transformed by justice, compassion, and humility. Enter and walk on boldly.” —Rabbi Rami Shapiro, author of The Sacred Art of Lovingkindness

The Tikkun Reader can be purchased at your local bookseller. Or buy it directly from Tikkun by going to www.tikkun.org/store